"Supertrap" at Work: Extremely Efficient Nonradiative Recombination Channels in MAPbI3 Perovskites Revealed by Luminescence Super-Resolution Imaging and Spectroscopy.
Organo-metal halide perovskites are some of the most promising materials for the new generation of low-cost photovoltaic and light-emitting devices. Their solution processability is a beneficial trait, although it leads to a spatial inhomogeneity of perovskite films with a variation of the trap state density at the nanoscale. Comprehending their properties using traditional spectroscopy therefore becomes difficult, calling for a combination with microscopy in order to see beyond the ensemble-averaged response. We studied photoluminescence (PL) blinking of micrometer-sized individual methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) perovskite polycrystals, as well as monocrystalline microrods up to 10 μm long. We correlated their PL dynamics with structure employing scanning electron and optical super-resolution microscopy. Combining super-resolution localization imaging and super-resolution optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI), we could detect and quantify preferential emitting regions in polycrystals exhibiting different types of blinking. We propose that blinking in MAPbI3 occurs by the activation/passivation of a "supertrap" which presumably is a donor-acceptor pair able to trap both electrons and holes. As such, nonradiative recombination via supertraps, in spite being present at a rather low concentrations (1012-1015 cm-3), is much more efficient than via all other defect states present in the material at higher concentrations (1016-1018 cm-3). We speculate that activation/deactivation of a supertrap occurs by its temporary dissociation into free donor and acceptor impurities. We found that supertraps are most efficient in structurally homogeneous and large MAPbI3 crystals where carrier diffusion is efficient, which may therefore pose limitations on the efficiency of perovskite-based devices.